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Battle of Pork Chop Hill 

Introduction 

 The battle of Pork Chop Hill represents a conflict of amateurism versus professionalism, 

well-supplied units with poor formation against shortly supplied units with better formations and 

uncertainties of military operations.Contrary to what one would expect, this battle gives an 

insight of how wars should not be conducted due to a myriad of flaws that were exhibited. Pork 

Chop Hill was officially known as Hill 255 but its terrain and the depiction of that region by 

filmmakers of 1959 coined its present name.This battle lasted longer than any other fought on the 

Korean soil.This war occurred after troops from North Korea invaded South Korea in mid 1950 

and it ensued more intensely after United Nations, the United States and China sent their troops 

to support their allies. Two years down the line, both troops had strengthened their defenses such 

that an offense from either side could have resulted to unimaginable losses.This paper is an 

analysis of the battle of Pork Chop Hill paying regard to operations of military science and 

finally a conclusion with the lessons learnt. 
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Discussion 

The Battle Analysis 

 As the name suggest, this battle occurred at a ridge called the Pork Chop Hill.This hill 

lies on the Northeastern part of South Korea at Cheorwon region. The military action involved 

the UN forces under the support of the US army who were the defenders of the hill. The 

attackers comprised of communists forces from the republic of Korea and China. This war took 

place for four months between23 March and 6July of 1953(McWilliams 15). 

 The Battle of Pork Chop Hill represents one of the many wars constituting the Korean 

War. Thecommunist’stroops aimedto take control of the Pork Chop Hill that was previously 

controlled by the UN forces. On the other hand, the aim of the UN troops was to restore 

independence and that territoryto SouthKorea, which was theirs before North Korea, invaded 

them.This battle was part of a campaign by the UN forces to stop the ridge from being controlled 

by the communists, namely the Chinese and Korea. 

 The Chinese overwhelmed the US troopsduring a surprise attack on a moonless night. 

During the four-day intensive exchange of fire, the weather was veryunfriendly. Monsoon 

rainfall persisted during the fight hindering any movements of supply of fresh soldiers or 

evacuation of the wounded ones.The terrain was rough due to many hills and ridges. This made it 

hectic for navigation. American troops were aliens to that kind of terrain and thus their 

opponents were more advantageous in their attacks. The fields of fire were all full of debris and 

fallen soldiers from both sides.  The terrain hindered application of the US technology forcing 

some of the soldiers to abandon their radios. The avenues of approach especially for the 

American troops were impassable due to the rain. Sometimes the weather became foggy 
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limitingobservation of the fields. The terrain and the weather were the key obstacles that maimed 

the American troop’s morale.Dead bodies, tents, soldier’s bags and packs littered the roads 

making them almost impassable by vehicles.Thetrenches, which were the hide points, filled with 

casualties and eventually became unsuitable due to rotting bodies. The alternative was hiding 

behind moulds of dirt, which offered minimal protection. The Korean and Chinese army were 

used to the terrain and they therefore took advantage of the opponent troop’s disorientation. The 

communist forces took cover during the moonless night and concealed in the dark ambushed the 

American troops until they conceded defeat. 

 The principal combat on the US army was the seventhdivision that was comprised of 11 

infantry battalions. This division consisted of a single battalion of armor and 6 artillery. On the 

other hand, the opponents had 12 infantry comprised of 10 artillery and 1 tank battalion. 

Numerical wise, the UN forces consisted of 250,000 men with a back up of 450,000reserves 

while the Korean and Chinese forces had 290,000 troops on the lead and a back up of 600,000. 

The key weapon systems for the communists included grenades, mortar fire and rifles. The UN 

forces on the other hand had machine guns, bayonets and grenades. The organization of the US 

forces was poor. The US troops were manning different sections of the region and thus their 

numbers diminished quickly when confronted by a large troop. On the other hand, the Chinese 

troops aimed at killing their opponents and not defending any region. Their organization was 

thus better than that of the UN forces (McWilliams 62-79). 

 The US troops had a sophisticated technology because they had access to communication 

devices such as radios and telephones that their opponents lacked. The power of the US machine 

guns was also advanced compared to their opponents.Logistical systems were not very effective 

given the terrain of the place was hilly and ridged. The terrain affected supplies mostly for the 
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UN forces because their opponents had adapted to the terrain. The supply of back up soldiers, 

food and weapons was highly jeopardized. Rescue of casualties was also a challenge. 

 Both forces used a chain of command. US troops was highly centralizedunder the 

command of Lt. Thomas Harrold& Sgt. Pidgeon Coy while the Chinese was decentralized under 

the command of General Deng Hua. The UN forces had better methods of communication since 

they had radios and phones. Their opponents the communist’s forces did not have such gadgets 

and thus their communication was less effective. Organization of the staff on the part of the US 

forces was formal compared to their counterparts.  

 Intelligence wise, the US were better. Before the attack that rid them the control of Pork 

Chop Hill, the intelligence had informed the US forces commander of a possible attack but the 

uncertainty of the direction of the attack made them vulnerable. The Chinese forces were on the 

offensive hence they did not require much of intelligence updatesunlike the US forces that were 

on the defensive. 

 The tactical doctrine for the US forces was to defend every corner of the Pork Chop Hill. 

On the other hand, the doctrine of the Chinese and Korean forces was to kill their enemies. The 

doctrine of the US forces made them vulnerable because they were few in numbers to defend 

every corner of the region. The kill your enemy doctrine employed by the communists forces 

was effective since they weakened their rivals in numbers and eventually won the battle.The 

level of training received by the US forces was much better than that of the Korean and Chinese 

army only that the environment did not favor them. The communists troops was more 

experienced since they had served for long in their capacities and were used to that terrain. Their 
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opponents on the other hand were not experienced since they had not served for long in their 

capacities and the terrain led to their failure. 

 The morale of the US troops was high initially. After the battle began and they were 

exposed to the hard terrain, they became demoralized. Their opponent’s morale improved as the 

battle raged. They realized that the US forces were weakened by the terrain and the harsh 

weather and took advantage of that opportunity to ambush them when conditions were favorable. 

The troops were committed for four months the battle lasted until finally the US forces conceded 

defeat.There was no effect of morale on leadership. The leadership of the US forces cared about 

the lives of their army unlike the Chinese that was focused on the results (Wright 1).  

 The mission for the UN forces was to restore autonomy and the region within which the 

hill lied to South Korea. Since they had previously been in control over the Pork Chop Hill, their 

only aim was to defend. The mission of the opponents was to gain control over the hill and thus 

they need to attack. Tactically the deployment of US troops was hazardous since they were few 

in numbers and they had many points to defend. 

 This battle took place in two phases. The first battle was engaged in March 23, 1953 

when he Chinese battalion took control of an outpost called Old Baldy. The 423rd regiment 

within 141st division initiated this attack. The 31
st
 infantry of the B Company of the UN forces 

under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Novoa was guarding the outpost but due to the 

strength of the Chinese soldiers, they were defeated. Earlier before the attack, B Company was 

reinforced by C Company but Col. William kern commanded withdrawal of the latter. The attack 

therefore caught the UN forces in the middle of a rotation. Resistance from both B and C 

companies proved futile. To make matters worse, 31
st
 Regiment commander did not send them 
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any reinforcement. The UN commanded the abandonment of Old Bandy exposing the hill to 

attacks from three sides. On April 16, Company E of the 31
st
infantry was assigned to guard Pork 

Chop Hill under the leadership of Lt. Thomas Harrold, which was attacked at midnight by the 

201
st
 regiment of the Chinese battalion.On April 17, the 31

st
 infantry represented by Companies 

K and L under the leadership of Liutenants Joseph Clemons and Forest Crittendon consecutively 

launched a counterattack. The two teams reached trenches at the top of the hill although half of 

them were casualties. On 18
th

April, the2nd battalion received reinforcement from A Company of 

the 17
th

 infantry ending the battle that afternoon. During this engagement, both the communist 

and UN forces took advantage of the moonless nights to initiate attacks. The former employed 

infiltration assaults aimed at surprising their opponents. The US troops utilized small firearms, 

which were placed 2 feet above the ground to limit the opponent’s movements.   

 The second battle occurred in Julyamid truce negotiations. The7
th

division had already re-

strengthened its forces on Pork Chop Hill. On July 6, the Chinese forces attacked Pork Chop Hill 

through surprise attacks. Company A of the 17th infantry under the leadership of Lt. Richard 

Shea who was on acting capacity guarded the hill.Company B was the backup in the nearby Hill 

200.After one hour of engagement, Company A ordered for a backup. Troops from both sides 

were now using armored personnel carriers. On 7 July at night, the Chinese troops made more 

assaults. Four companies of the UN forces defended the hill that was now under heavy fire from 

both sides.On July 8 heavy rainfall subsided allowing the withdrawal of initial defenders.A fresh 

contingent of 2
nd

 battalion of the 17
th

 infantry counterattacked and took control over the hill once 

again. Attacks and counterattacks continued on 9
th

 and 10
th

July. The Chinese soldiers on all 

divisions were deeply committed and the five battalions of the UN forces were intact. This 

however did not last long because the UN forces werelastly overwhelmed after a night ambush. 
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The immediate decision by the commander of US Corps was to leave Pork Chop Hill to their 

rivals. Both warring groups counted massive losses from this battle. The UN forces suffered a 

loss of 258 soldiers and 1036 soldiers as casualties. Their rivals suffered deaths of 1500 soldiers 

and 4000 casualties(Gibby1309).  

 The Korean and Chinese troops achieved their objectives of recapturing the Pork Chop 

Hill while their rivals failed to achieve their objective of restoring the control of the hill to South 

Korea. This battle led to cessation of hostilities through the Armistice agreement (Brodie119). 

Conclusion 

 This war was flawed in the organization and management of troops especially on the part 

of US forces despite their better weapons and communication devices. Their rivals exhibited 

better management and organization due to their experienceson the terrain. This battle teaches 

the do not’s when going for war. These include effects of poor management, poor training, lack 

of experience, poor communication and poor coordination between commanders. 
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